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ABSTRACT,'
The objective of this document is to identify existing
industry, government and NASA standards, and the status of some
standardization activities of standards-setting organizations,
that can be applicable to the design, implementation and
operation of a database management system (DBMS) for space-
related applications. This document also contains, when
applicable, an assessment as to the applicability of the
standards that have been identified to a gene-, , al- purpose,
multimission database management system to be called the
Applioations Database Mana,,;ement System (ADBMS) for use in future
missions of the Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications
(OSTA) of NASA.
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SECTION 1
1 .	 STANDARDS
1.1	 Introdae tign
1.1.1	 Obiective
The objective of this document is to identify existing
standards and the status of some standardization activities of
standards-setting organizations that can be applicable to the
design, implementation and operation of a database management
system for space-related applications.
This document contains a ^,)ompilat on of standards with
a description of the nature and status, as of August 1981, of
some relevant on-going standardization efforts. It also
contains, when applicable, an assessment as to the applicability
of the standards that have been identified to a general-purpose,
multimission database management system to be called the
Applications Database Management System (A"DBMS) for use in
future missions of the Office of Space and Terrestrial
Applicat;Lons (OSTA) of NASA.
1_.1.2	 Organization gJ Th,@ Document
This document is organized by areas for which
applicable standards may exist. For each area, any and all
standards or standardization activities that can b6 relevant and
have been identified for that area are described under the same
heading.
1.2	 Standards OrganizatA.9-Ds
Within the United States, standards are developed and
published on a voluntary basis, since there exists no
governmental agency with direct control over the use of standards
within the computer (or any other) industry. Further, there
exists no congressional authorizations or appropriations that
directly support or fund the development of standards within the
United States. However, the National Bureau of Standards (NBS)
(a division of the Department of Commerce) pia* direct
responsibility for the development of standards for use within
the federal government and for compliance with those standard° by
venders of equipment to the federal government. Since the
majority of computer equipment manufacturers are vendors not only
to the United States Government, but also to all consumers and
users (nationally and internationally), federally enforced
standards can be expected to be Ae f .Agtg industry standards,
merely to save the cost of producing two separate lines of
equipment.	 While the NBS has the authority to develop
r.
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independent federal standards, the recognition of what would be
the overall costs of producing special custom-designed equipment
for the government requires the Bureau to actively participate in
and promote the voluntary standards effort of the computer
industry.
.2.1	 federal Guorajasia
The following typos of practices and standards have
been identified in the federal government for data elements and
representations:
1 ) RQ LARISL Er_A9_ .Q&A. Those data elements and
representations in current use that have not been
subjected to official or formal standardization.
2? Unit $1AIISIAP-SIA, Those data elements and
representations that have been approved by an
authorized official for use within that unit. (A
unit is any federal organization within the
executive branch of the government, which is at a
lower organizational level than an executive
department or independent agency.)
3) ,Ag&Aax Alan$A,f.la- Those data elements and
representations that have been approved by an
authorized official for use within an executive
department or independent agency.
4) EeAjLrsa.j ErQgr_Aa EjA.a!jAr_Aj. Those  data elements
and representations that have been approved by the
Secretary of Commerce for use in a particular
program or mission where more than one executive
branch department or independent agency is
involvad with their use. For example, those
standards that could be approved and prescribed
for use are those which include, but are not
limited to, federal-wide personnel,
communications, and transportation data systems.
5) Federal General Standards. Those representations
that have been approved by the Secretary of
Commerce for federal-wide use by executive
departments and independent agencies in all
federal-wide programs and for use in all federal
data systems. For example, this includes such
representations as calendar dates, state
abbreviations and codes, and codes for standard
metropolitan statistical areas.
Fednral general standards are the highest level
standards, followed by federal program st-andards, agency
1-2
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standards, and unit standards, in that order.	 This order
establishes a precedence for standards use.
Standardization activities wIth,,^n the federal
government are the following:
In.t2ragencv Committee IM Automatic D,g„ta Processing ,(„jACI ADP)
The IAC/ADPs membership consists of 48 federal
agencies, and it provides a medium for the exchange of
information on management and technological developments, serves
as a forum for the discussion of policies and regulations being
proposed by the central management agencies, and initiates
► tudies on matters on which the Committee wishes to formulate
views and recommendatione for consideration.
Information	 oeasi,dg standards ,(SIPS) Teak Group s
The FIPS Task (croups are composed of technical
personnel with a knowledge of each agency's requirements, who
assist the NBS in matters relating to the development, adoption,
and implementation of standards and in providing better
coordination of the Federal Automatic Data Processing (ADP)
Standards Program.
E2d g
.r.&l Programs standards	 u -_ .f^ Data F,Jmenta	 Codes:
EASUr-11	 ZrIPLI.CAm AlAW.AZAI.
SQnm]Q111A&- The National Communications System
(NCS,) is designated as the lead agency to be
responsible for the development and maintenance of
federal program standards regarding data elements
and codes in Federal Telecommunications Systems.
2) EIA&ZA1 1111gammunigAlignA AtAnAAZAA CARRIIIA1
JET.a.Q .. The objectives of the FTSC are: ( 1 ) to
develop and coordinate standards required to
achieve operational compatibility among networks
of the National Communications System; (2) in
concert with the National nureau of Standards, to
develop and coordinate standards for data
transmission a ► d the computer- telecommunication
interface; and (3) to increase the cohesiveness
and effectiveness of the federal telecommunication
communities influence on national/ International
standards program and on the FIPS program.
1.2.2	 National Organizations
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is the
national clearinghouse and coordinating agency for voluntary
standards in the United States [1].
	
It is	 a nonprofit
federation of approximately 140 tirade amsociations and
prof easional societies, and over 750 oompanies, which are dues-
paying rpembers.
As the national clearinghouse for standards, A N 8 1
provides the machinery for developing and approving standards
that are supported by a national consensus. Its constitution
states; "Ik standardization practice a consensus is achieved
When substantial agreement is reached by concerned interests
according to the judgement of u duly appointed authority.
Consensus implies much more than the concept of simple majority,
but not necessarily unanimity".
ANSI is the United States member body of the
International Standards Organization (ISO) (see Section 1.2.4).
The federal government is a major contributor to the
work at ANSI. The Director of the National Burea g of Sta ndards
is a member of its Board of Director*d. Representatives from
various government departments and agencies participate through
the many ANSI councils, boards, committees, and task groups.
Th e 
 Jj1LVX11$JJ9..n Aya..t.AmA T&QhaA,.gjL . A yA6A9.r y. 132ArA
,(ISTABI of ANSI is responsible for all aspects of standardization
of systems that transmit, store; or process information, and
advises, among others, the ,Allerican National, ,StandaroA ,A,m .ttee
13 (ANSC M) f_9.L` Si.S2,M pu t.2 r s Anil Information F,rQ.gg asina
ANSC -X3 has the task of standardization related to
systems, computers, equipment, devices, and media for information
processing systems. The Committee is sponsored by the C„pm GUter
AAA Business EguiQm eiQt Manufaoturers Assog iation (CBEIJAI. Ao the
sponsor, CBEMA acts as the secretariat providing administrative
support and, through its Standards Committee, is responsible to
ANSI for the general administration of ANSC-X3.
ANSC-X3 accomplishes its responsibilitieo{ through two
major committees: Standards Planning A" $pyu±cements ^Qm^ittee
,(,,SPAR .) and Standards Steering "Zjl ttee ,(S,qjC),.
SPARC is the research and study arm of ANSC-X3,
responsible and responsive to the ANSC-X3 committee for the
identification of the needs and requirements of the industry for
standards. Having identified the need, justified the work,
confirmed the availability of resources, and determined that the
work is within the limits of current technology, SPARC recommends
to ANSC-X3 the establishment of a technical committee under the
supervision of SSC for the actual standard development. Once
approved by ANSC-X3, the SSC establishes the technical committee
and oversees its work.
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Although ANSI is responsible for the coordination of
national voluntary standards in the United States, the Institute
has never established itself as the sole organization for the
development of standards-related Inf ormation. In fact, over one-
third of the standards published by AtI sI origins ted from outside
the ANSI organization. The list of approved American National
Standards developed by ANSC-X3 is given in [2]. Reference 13J
provides the current, approved organization membershi p of ANSC-
X3.
1.2.3	 QgpfgrVnM SM Data Syltgma Lan uages..(gQDAA.XLJ
CODASYL is not a standards-W Ling body, but instead an
informal and voluntary organization specifically established to
design and develop techniques and languages to assist in data
systems analysis and implementation.	 Specifically, CODASYL
operates fo u r committees:	 the P.$JIL Rg ,A .tistxl .L+.AAILUALA
2mm	 _ r the Programming Language Qg1R11ittee 0 and the AyA fw.A,MJ
^CQm1^IxcS^^^•	 The overall organization is supervised key the
x^^^i€ Qm AI . C. gg , and ther q are a number of task gro up s
working on specific issues.
The most widely known products of CODASYL are: (1) the
COBOL language, which was subsequently accepted as the basis for
the American National. St&ndard Cobol X3.23; and (2) the Database
Reports, which have been accepted by ANSI, and which are the
basis for a standard that will be published very soon (see
Seoiion 2).
1.2.4	 International.Qpganizg igna
Th e 	 kr&AALXALLgA Jg C^ z^J1s! g rs^ z ^.t i Q D
was established in 1947 to promote the development of
standards, and its objectives, as specified in its constitution,
are:	 ". . to facilitate the coordination and unification of the
standards of Member Bodies." In connection with this goal, ISO
may ". . .set up international standards provided that in each
case no Member Body dissents."
Present membership in ISO includes 54 member bodies. A
member body is an organization of an individua'l nation which best
represents the standardization activities of its nation. The ISO
Member Body that represents the United States is the American
National Standards Institute (A-NS-I).
	
The United States'
viewpoints, to be presented in the technical work of ISO, may
be developed through the interested ANSI committee, through a
competent committee of another standards organization, or through
a committee specifically organized as an advisory committee to an
I S O Technical Committee. The work of the technical committees
eventually results in ISO Drafj Jp 'er.El.&".gAAJ,
which may be embodied in the national standards of ISO member
bodies. Conversely, national standards of the member bodies may
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be embodied in DIS, and through this mechanism develop into other
nationel standards.
The standardization of ISO is accomplished by technical
oommitteem., Currently, over 130 technical committees have been
establistw ­ d. T_t hA QA Q221111" 11ALIA 11 is responsible for
developing standards recommendations relating to Computers and
Information Processing, The committee's development work is
accomplished through the efforts of 14 subcommittees,
One othe r
 standards organization has considerable
impact on the computer industry of the United t,es.a'a. That is
the  Ur_QRAAJ1 .QQ)A.2M tAZ RAIIALAsUYrAra. AAAP.9.1A11D i (1`. ;' .A1. This
body parallels CBEMA of the United States orgsnizationally, but
restricts membership in the standards development and approval
process to manufacturers only. Although ECMA is not a member of
ISO, it is regarded as being a competent standards development
body, and its proposals are accepted as a basis for ISO Draft
International Standards.	 In the early 1970s, ECMA
	
was
responsible for the development of a proposed standard for the
PL/1 language,
1.3
	
XJ6U ,Standardization Activities
Over the past two decades, NASA [41 has invested a
largo amount of capital in com munieationA and data handling
facilities to support space flight projects. To insure effective
use of these support facilities, NASA data systems designs are
governed by two formally establists d sets of data system
standards. These are the Aerospace Data 9yateM Standards and the
A 21anit arX 1r Q grail D.A t 3.AY.a..YL&x AJQrsJ&1: AQ, These  standards
define the basic characteristics of the flight/ground interface
to assure acceptable support for either deep space or earth-
orbiting vehicles by their respective ground-based support
complexes. Each places limits on the requirements that may be
placed on a NASA tracking network and its associated data
processing complex.
The oldest, the Aerospace Data System Standards, was
initiated in the early 1960s by the Goddard Space Flight Center
to govern the use of the Space-flight Tracking and Data Network
(STDN) and its su pporting computer complex. The NASA Planetary
Program Flight/Grcuorl Data System Standards, established in 1972,
governs the use of the Deep Space Network and the Mission Control
and Computing Center at the Jet Propuls,Lon Laboratory (JPL),
NASA supports  a n	 StQAI J&1..t fi e& RA A^^Qm ^.1<S 4
,p„a,I,3 ErQQAAAW19 W.E1 that me ets periodically a nd has
representatives from all NASA centers. Its functions are in the
areas of acquisition and planning., coordination of
standardization, and software standards.
	 The Committee
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published, in 19791 a doauwent [51 thet describes standards for
computer rescureso management.
Some NASA programs carry a standardization activity of
their own. Some examples are the End-to-End Information System
(EEIS) at JPL that is revising the Planetary Standards. The
Applications Data Service (ADS) Standards Program at the Goddard
Space Flight Center is working on a uet of standards for the
Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications (OSTA) of NASA; the
Data System Requirements Committee, also at Goddard, maintains
the Aerospace Data System Standards.
The NASA End-to-End Data System (NEEDS) program has an
activity to coordinate all the standardization aotivitieu
mentioned above.
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SECTION 2
2.	 DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS (DBMS) STANDARDS
At the time when this report was written there were no
officially published DBMS Standards by any of the major
standardization bodies. However, there is An intense activity
going on in the DBMS community and standards organizations to
identify interfaces that can be the subject of standardization,
to ,justify the necessity of standards, and to develop standards.
At the present time, the only official DBMS standards
that are expected to be published within, the next two years are a
Data Definition Language (DDL) ANSI standard (see Section
2.2.1.1) and a Data Manipulation Language (DML) ANSI standard for
COBOL (see Section 2.2.1.2). A11 of the other DBMS
standardization efforts are at a stage of development ths.t is not
expected to produce an official standard in the very near future.
Rowever, the publication of the first official DBMS standard will
bo the first step for further adoption of a similar standard by
other standards-setting organizations such as ISO or NBS, and
will open the way fo,,m further approval of other standards now
under development.
In this section, the present status of the DBMS
standardization effort will be presented. And an effort will be
made to explain what products can be expected from all the DBMS
standardization committees, with an estimate of the time frame
within which a standard may be issued by the parent organization,
and the degree of acceptance or adoption by the user community of
the proposal under investigation.
Much of the present DBMS standardization effort stems
from the work that the CODASYL organization has been carrying out
since 1967, when the CODASYL Database Task Group (DBTG) was
founded. This name was retained until they were formally
disbanded in 1971.
The first report from the DBTG came out in January 1968
[6 ] and was entitled "COBOL Extensions to Handle Databases." In
October 1969, the first set of language specifications emerged.
1971 contained two major milestones in the life of CODASYL
database specifications. The DBTG's April 1971 report [7] was
accepted by the parent committee, then called the Programming
Language Committee, at a meeting in Washington in May 1971. The
acceptance was not entirely unanimous. IBM voiced objections
since they had a fairly major investment in their own
hierarchical system (IMS), and it was not in their bent
commercial interest to see a radically different approach move
close to standardization.
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In May 1971, it was decided that the :schema Data
Definition Language (DDL), which is }o h^,{a ueod by a data
admii,istrator for defining a database, should not be a part of
COBOL. Therefore, a separate standing committee, called the
Data Description Language Committee (DDLC) (see Section 2.1.1) p
was created to study the problems of database description. The
language for specifying the part of a database to be processed by
a COBOL program, called th y. COBOL subschema DDL, and the
statements to be added to the COBOL, Procedure Division in order
to allow a pro g rammer to manipulate the data in a database,
called the COBOL Data Manipulation Language (DML), were aoth
formally ,referred to the Programming Language Committee for
consideration as extensions to COBOL.
The Programming Language Committee formed, as a
consequence, the Database Language Task Group (DBLTG).	 Their
assignment was to take the DBTG's work and mold it into a form
which was suitable for inclusion in the CODASYL OBQL JogrBal 91
Rj%y-&jQyjLgIl,t. Their first report CA] was approved in 197E for
inclusion as part of CODASYL COBOL and was published in the 1976
CODASYL .COBQy Journal gt Developa,e^ [9J.
2.1	 =11 StandAr-Osqtiou ES-Ea"t
Several bodies are currently working on the
standardization of database management sy-tams:
1) The CODASYL group;
2) ANSI;
3) International organizations (ISO, ECMA, IFIP);
4) NBS; and
5) Individual federal agency standard bodie.a.
2.1.1	 CODA ,UL
The CODASYL Data Description Language Committee (DDLC)
is a standing committee of the CODASYL organization. Among other
functions, its purpose is to provide Specifications for the
declaration required to establish and maintain database
structures [10].
The DDLC publishes its language specifications in a
Data Description Language Journal of Devol„o p Men (DDL JOD), and
this journal is periodically republished in order to publicize
the changes made by the DDLC to its language specifications.
Similarly, the CODASYL Programming Language Committee (COBOL)
publishes a JOD on COBOL and its database extensions.
2-2
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The Database Administration Working Group (DBAWO) is a
group jointly responsible to the BritiSh Computer Society (BCS)
and to the CODASYL Data Description Language Committee (DDLC).
Historically, it orig..nated as a working group of the BCS
Advanced Programming Specialist Group, concerned with the
implementation of the CODASYL D13TO proposals [1 1 ].	 It later
changed the emphasis of its work to facilities for data
administration.
In December 1973, the DDLC approv *:4 a charter to set up
a task group on data administration. Because of its previous
work, the BCS working group was ,invited to fill this role, and
honoe the BCS/CODASYL Data Description Language
Committee/Database Administration Working Group (DDLO/DBAWG) came
into being. A more detailed history of the DBAWG is given in
the dune 1975, DBAWG Report [127.
The DBAWG aims to develop techniques for use by data
administrators and to produce language specifications where
	apppopriate.	 Th6 following are some of the activities in which
the DBAWG is presently involved:
1) Investigation of the database administrator
control function;
2) Investigation of reorganization facilities;
3) Investigation of distributed databases;
4) Support for relational schemas; and
5) Liaison with the BCS Data Dictionary Working O'°cup
(ANSI X3114);
CODASYL neither intends nor considers its proposals to
comprise a com p lete design of a database management system.
Rather, its proposals should be viewed as proposed standards for
three of the many interfaces between a DBMS and its users and
implementors. These three interfaces are 1137:
1) That used by a data administrator to describe the
data stored in an on-Line database;
2) That used by an application programmer to access
and process data in an on-line database; and
3) That which allows data to be allocated to (mapped
onto) storage and storage devices.
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Mai;Y other interfaces exist between a DBMS and its
users, for example:
1) That which allows data descriptions to be changed
and which causes these changes to be reflected in
the database (and its Storage);
2) That which allows data recovery for example,
oheckpointiig, dumping and restart; and
3) That which allows utility and service programs to
be invoked, for example for editing and printing,
for loading the database, for gathering statistics
particularly for the use of data, etc.
Some of these and other interfaces are currently being
studied by CODASYL.
2.1.2	 American National Standards Institute ,(ANSI)
In the fall of 1972, the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) committee on Computers and Information
Processing (X3) through its Standards Planning and Requirements
Committee (SPARC), established a Study Group on Database
Management Systems with a charter that states that the group will
be responsible to:
1) Investigate the subject of database management
systems with the objective of determining which,
if any, aspects of such systems are, at present,
suitable candidates for the development of
American National Standards;
2) Provide liaison between the related projects in X3
subcommittees; and
3) Develop and provide United States representation
in the international ISO/TC97/SC5W Working Group
on Databases.
The study group has three basic products:
1) SD-38 (recommendations for standards, see ANSI
document X3/SD-3);
2) Individual reports preparatory to SD-38; and
3) Standing papers, which constitute the study
group's corporate memory and acts as an internal
progress measure.
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The study group issued an interim report in 1975 C143,
a final report in July 1977, and a "Standing Paper I N [151 in
1980.
"Standing Paper 1" is an organized framework for the
approved written work of the ANSI/X3 /SPARC Database Sy stems Study
Group.	 The scope includes material from ;indi,vidunia, task
groups, and "The ANSI/X3/SPARC DBMS Framework, Report of the
Study Group on Database Management Systems," 1977 [16].
The Final Report contained neither specifications for a
recommended standard nor recommendations for any action for
standardization of any existing products or specifications. The
report does contain a "framework" which can be used to consider
future standards actions.
After accepting the report, SPARC initiated three
pertinent actions: referred res p onsibilit y for defining the
subsohema Data Description Language (DDL) and Data Manipulation
Language (DML) specifications to the COBOL oommittea, referred
actions for a subsohema DDL and DML specification to the FORTRAN
committee, and initiated a committee for DDL specifications.
At present, ANSI has the following groups working on
the development of DBMS related standards;
X3H1	 Operating Systems Command and Respionae
Language
X362
	
Data Definition Languages
X3H4	 Information Resource Dictionary System
XV3	 FORTRAN (and database extension)
X3J4	 COBOL (and extensions for database)
X3T5	 Open Systems Interconnection
The organization of the ANSI/X3/SPAR0 Database Systems
Study Group includes a Database Arohitecture Task Group to
reoom mend the development of architectural standards for database
systems, and a Relational Database Task Group that is
investigating the ,justifiability of proposing to ANSI/X3 that a
standard be developed concerning the relational approach to
databases.
2.1 .3	 in Qrnational Organizations (TSO. ECMA. ,IE12)
Within, the International Standards Organization (ISO),
Technical Committee 97/Study Committee 5/Working Group 3 on DBMS
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meets semiannually and has a very ambitious program of work. Its
scope of work includes:
1) Defining concepts for conceptual schema languages;
2) Defining or monitoring definition of conceptual
languages;
3) Developing a methodology for assessing proposals
for conceptual schema languages;
4) Assessing	 candidate proposals for conceptual
schema languages;
5) Definining concepts for conceptual level and user
facilities;
6) Defining conceptual level and user facilities;
7) Taking cognizance of and reacting to other
database developments as appropriate; and
8) Developing vocabulary for database management
systems.
The architecture to be developed by .ISO will use as its
principal basis the concepts of the interim report tilat the
ANSI/X3/SPARC Study Group on Database Management Systems has
issued.
The European Computers Manufacturers Association (ECMA)
has chartered a Technical Committee 22 whose task is to develop a
standard for database management systems, that is COBOL oriented.
The International Federation for Information Processing
(IFIP) has Technical Committee 2 (TC2) on programming, which has
a Working Group 2.6 on database management systems. This
committee has sponsored several working conferences on various
aspects of database management systems. Another TC2 committee
(WG 2.8) deals with operating systems command and response
languages.
2.1.4	 National Bureau of ,stgndards (NES)
In March 1977, the Federal Information Processing
Standards Task Group 24 on Database Management System Standard
initiated a study of the need for database standards within the
federal government. The voluntary part^,cipation from several
federal agencies considered the actions of Ether standard-setting
bodies; reviewed the alternatives to Federal standards; examined
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the issues of standards adoption, timing, and impact on
teohnology; developed a method for justifying standards, and
attempted to anticipate likely database technology advancements.
FIPS TG-24 recommended standards in certain specific
technical areas, concluded that standards were premature in
others, and emphasized the need for certain guidelines.
The TG-24 final report 1171 issued in August 1979,
contains the recommendations for standards and guidelines as well
as the assumptions, benefits, and costs considerations used to
justify the recommendations.
Other related efforts of the Institute for Computer
Sciences and Technology (ICST) have been initiated within a
program to develop computer networts protocol standards. The
objectives of this ;.p rogram are to (1) make possible distributed
computer networks and (2) enable the interconnection of different
components selected based on cost, performance, and availability.
Some of the protocols product of this program that can be of
interest to the DBMS standardization effort are the Distributed
Data protocols and the Common Command Language (see Sections 24
and 2.5).
2.1.5
	
Individual L1Va1 gggn,g,y &Q
Among the larger federal agencies participating in FIPS
TG-24, several have their own standards-setting f ,'nction, and
some are currently considering DBMS standards. For example, the
Department of Agriculture has already established a policy to qse
exclusively, one proprietary DBMS for most applications.
Similarly, the Army reviewed various options related to reducing
the number of DBMS used by its components.
2.2
	
DBMS Standardized Models &nA Sahemas
DBMSs effectively separate the logical and storage
structure-of data. Thus, users can access data by name and
logical interrelationships rather than by location. As a result,
the way in which data is physically stored can be modified
without affecting program access. Moreover, the same data can be
stored by several programs.
Data sharing can be facilitated through using schemas.
A schema is the definition, from a particular perspective, of a
database. The schema defines entities modeled by the database,
attributes of entities, and relationships between entities. The
schema specifies a class of permissible database states and
permissible transitions between database states.
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The 1977 ANSI/X3 /SPARC DBMS Framework, Report of the
Study Group on Database Management Systems, specified three types
of schemas:
1) External Schema: an external schema is a logical
description of a portion of an enterprise.
	 It
describes the user or user program view of data.
2) Conceptual Schema: t;a4 conceptual schema is the
compro ehensive, bas a-level, logical description of
the environment in which an enterprise exists. It
should be free of both physi.ual structure and
application system considerations. It may
describe entities and attributes that are
currently not retained in physical storage.
3) Internal Schema: an internal schema describes
data modeling an enterprise as it is physically
stored. It includes all aspects of the
environment in which the database is to reside
(device types, access methods, etc.).
These threes schemas can be viewed as layers through
which a request passes in actually accessing data managed by a
DBMS. Consequently, processing a request requires mapping the
external schema to the conceptual schema whichp In turr}, is
mapped to the internal schema.
DBMSs can be categorized in terms of the data model
which is supported and the data language provided for interacting
with this data model. A data model defines the acceptable types
of data structures. The three basic data models discussed below
are logically based on the representation of data as record
types; the network and hierarchical models also support explicit
system maintenance of record t ype interrelationships.
Developments in the DBMS field, unlike those in
programming languages, have brought about no significant degree
of A& fgcto standardization. For the three commonly recognized
data models (the hierarchical, the network or CODASYL model, and
the relational model) industry statistics show that about 30
percent of installations use hierarchical systems, 25 percent use
CODASYL systems, and 45 percent use non-CODASYL network systems
[18]. There are not yet a significant number of commercial
installations of relational systems. But there is a widespread
interest in this approach, which is r*icognized by the major
standards organizations in providing standards.
2.2.1
	
Network Model
The network data model is widely accepted (see Section
2.2) and it corresponds to the DBTG proposal [7 and 191. In
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faot, the DBTG data model is Lhe network data model described in
[20] with two restrictions:
1) All relationships of data items must be 1;N1 (this
corresponds to the DBTG rule that no record
occurrence can participate in more than one set
occurrence of the same t ype), i.e., comp? icated
N;M relationships are prohibited.
2) No recursive links are allowed (this corresponds
to the DBTG rule that a record type cannot be both
owner and member at the same time within a ..et
type).
There is also some difference in terminology.	 For
instance, links are called set types by the DBTG. In addition,
the DBTG proposal includes some other feati4res, e.g., aggregates,
multimember set types, etc. However, tho DBTG proposal is, in
essence, the network data model.
The DBTG proposal is widely accepted by the database
community and has been adopted as a base of work by the major
standardization organizations (ANSI, ISO). It will be the first
DBMS standard to be published (see below), and it is expected
that other standards organizations (other than ANSI) will follow
and present a similar CODASYL -based standard for publication.
2.2.1.1
	 D.A t g 	 ILAjlg u a g.Q JkP_1a. In 1978,  the C O D A S Y L
Data Description Language Committee (DDLC) published its last
Jo_ urnail orDevelopm	 [19] where it presented its proposal for a
Data Description Language. The 1978 i1ou -ilA . gt is
the basis of work for the ANSI X3H2 committee on Data
Description. ANSI X3H2 made some modifications to the CODASYL
work, and at a very recent meeting the proposal was turned down
by the committee, The proposal failed because of the lack of a
COBOL facility to access a database on which to base some of the
DDL standard work. As a 'consequence, at the time when this
survey was published, X3H2 is changing its charter to include the
semantics of operation of the database facility. Although, it is
premature to predict when the proposal for,
 a standard will be
ready, an official DDL standard is not expected to be available
before 1983.
The DtiLC has defined two DDLs;
1) The most important DDL is that used to declare a
schema. The schema is the logical description of
all the data stored in a database. The schema DDL
is considered to be language (i.e., COBOL,
FORTRAN, PL/1) independent and it does not include
the definition of physical storage media. This
language will normally be used by a "data
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administrator" that is a specialist responsib^e
for ensuring that the databaoe m4)ets, preferably
optionally, th' , requirements for data placed on it
by its users. This language in specified in the
1978 DDLC sJ ournal gf DAX2jURj	 [191.
2) To a user of a DBMS, and by "user" CODASYL
normally means an appl.^,cation programmer using
COBOL, the only DAL is that used to declare a
subschema. A subschema is the description of a
database or a part of a database as the user
himself sees the data, and is thus dependent upon
which programming language (i.e., COBOL FORTRAN,
PL/1) the user uses and upon the users
application.
The International Standards Organization (ISO) is not
currently working on a DDL. However, it is expected that it will
base its future work on the ANSI CODASYL-type proposal.
2.2.1.2  P jL L Ms`1.d1iR.1 j jL t,..AA JjLjjg.U.11S& SD.M 4I.	 The  data i n a
database or part of a database described by a subschema is
manipulated by obeying a program (or, in CODASYL terms a "run
unit," because asynchronous manipulation of the database by many
users is envisaged) written using a mixture of standard high-
level language (i.e., COBOL, FORTRAN, PL/1) commands and Data
Manipulation Language (DML) functions. The DML is independent of
the high-level language, and thud is not an element of its
syntax; the high-level language is described as "hosting" the
DML. The AML is also dependent upon the subschema DDL in the
sense that the "run unit" using the DML may only operate on data
declared in a subschema.
The CODASYL DML proposal was developed by the Database
Language Task Group (DBLTG) of the CODASYL Programming Language
Committee (COBOL), and it is specified in the CODASYL D,QjaQI<
Journal 2f Developzq_M.
The ANSI X V4 committee on D at& Manipulation Language
works on t vie specifications provided by CODASYL. This committee
does not do any development work (as opposed to X3H2 on DDL) and
will try to coordinate with X3H2 when the proposal is sent out
for public review. A standard will not be available before 1983•
2.2.1.3 §.tq &B 12 ^ i J? ^tl Ir [^gS^p;HQ ( P I L 2..	 A Data Storage
Description Language (DSDL) defines how data described in a
schema may be organized in terms of an operating system- and
device-independent storage environment. Such a description is
known as a storage schema. A storage schema has no effect on the
results of application programs but only affects their
performance.
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A storage schema is created for a schema by the data
administrator, application programmers, and aubaohema writers
need not be aware of the design of the storage schema. The
concept of separate schema and storage schema achieves the
aeparation of the logical description ref the entire database from
the storage description,
The language is intended to be used with the schema DDL
specified in the CODASYL DDLC Journal 9.E Dever+moment,
Thts DSDL has only been specified in a draft form 0211
as an appendix to the 1978 DDL JOD L 1 9]. There are no clues as
to the time frame within which this draft proposal may become a
standard, since ANSI has not as yet taken any actions concerning
a DSDL.
2 .2. 1 .4 EQrl a AA1AkjL&A EA9.11j  JI&A 	 The schema Data
Description Lan g ua g e ( see Section 2.2.1.1) has been designed to
be independent of the high-level language (e.g., COBOL, FORTRAN,
PL/ 1). The subschema Data Description Language, however, is
dependent upon the host high-level language. The Data
Manipulation Language (DML) is said to be "hosted" by the high-
level language.
The subschema Data Description Language and the DML
are, thus, described Within the environment of the specifications
of each high- level
 language (i.e., the DML proposed by CODASYL
and intended to be used in a COBOL environment is specified in
the CODASYL "OBOE Journal &L Development).
Up to the present, there is only one other language
(other than COBOL) for which actions have been taken to specify
database facilities intended too eventually, be part of that
language's standard. That language is FORTRAN.
The CODASYL FORTRAN Database Language Committee (FDBLC)
published, its January 1980 [225, a J _Mr_aA ,, gf D&y_&, pgjj&ja with
the specifications of the FORTRAN Database Facilities.
The ANSI X3J3 Committee on FORTRAN has taken the
CODASYL proposal as the base for their work. However, it is
expected that the earliest date by which a standard will be ready
is 1985.
2.2.;:	 Relatiooll, Model
The Relational Task Group (RTG) of the ANSI/X3 /SPARC
Database Systems Study Group is ourrontly working on the
compilation of a feature analysis catalogue of relational systems
to determine what constitutes relational capabilities. It is
also investigating the justification for, and feasibility and
timeliness of, its relational standardization activity. The
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products of the RTA will be a preliminary and a final. report.
The preliminary report will present relational concepts and terms
and the feature catalog. The final report will contain an SD-3(recommendation for a standard) and technical requirements for a
relational standard [231.
There are two principal alternative approaches to
achieving relational capabilities in standard specifications;
1) Incorporating relational features in standards
currently being developed (e,g., by X3H2, XV3 and
X3.14); and
2) Developing a relational standard independent of
other standards.
There are indications that the second approach will be
taken.
Note that this work does not yet involve the
development of a standard, although it most likely will evolve
towards the speoificatiofi of one.
The CODASYL Data Description Language Committee is also
investigating relational schemaa.
2.2.3	 Hierarchical Model
There is currently no significant work being done
towards the specification of a standard for the Hierarchical
Model.
2.3	 Data Dick onary (DDS
In the proposed architecture of the ANSI/X3/SPARC
Database Systems Study Group [15]0 the Data Dictionary (DD) is
vieved as a repository of information about the entire processing
environment and its usage (i.e., "meta-data"). In this context,
the DD is responsible for the following general functions:
1) Providing a source of meta-data for documentation
of the environment (i.e., processes, users, data
characteristios, transactions, and outputs); and
2) Providing a source of current information to
support system control functions (i.e., access and
function tables, validation rules/tables, access
statistics, etc.).
As a result of a recommendation merle by a task group of
the ANSI Database Systems Study Group, ANSI Committee X3H4 was
formed in July 1980 to develop a standard for an Information
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Resource Dictionary System, The proposal indicates a target date
of 42 months after inception of the technical committee to
approve a national standard. See also reference [241.
The National Bureau of Standards (NHS) will publish
the specification of a Federal Diotionary System Standard as a
Federal Information Processing Standard (PIPS), so that it can be
used with General Services Administration regulations for federal
prooury,mant purposes.
The federal DDS standard will not require agenoi.es to
use a DDS in all applications. However, wherever an agency
decides to implement DDS software or services, the federal ADS
standard specification shall be used am the basis for procurement
action.
In September 1980,` 	 the NBS issued a document [25] that
describes the project which NBS has initiated to develop a
federal standard for Data Diotionary Systems. It also provides
information about the use and benefits of Data Dictionary
Systems,
NBS will develop a Functional Requirements Report early
in Fiscal Year 1981.
	 The Functional Specification will be
distributed for public review early in FY82. It is expected that
further development will proceed so that official review of a
candidate standard takes place early in FY83• Then, a
recommended standard would be forwarded for Secretary of Commerce
approval by the close of FY83.
One of the NASA standardization programs, the OSTA/ADS
Standards Program has an activity to develop catalog standards
for OSTA/ADS. A preliminary report on the requirements for
standards for catalogs, directories and dictionaries ap pears in
the soon-to-be-published proceedings of the May 27-29 0
 1981
OSTA/ADS Data Systems Standards Workshop at the Goddard Space
Flight Center.
2.4
	
End-User Facilities
2.4.1	 CODASYL
The End-User Facility Task Group (EUFTG) of the CODASYL
organization was formed in 1972. It has been working since then
on the development of specifications for an End-User Facility(EUF) which will enable user-computer personnel to access
information stored in computerized files. In 1978, the group
published a status report on its activities [26], and it is
currently working  o n an KnS.=Jta4r f A1LJ „J ,.tA,,& jL sLS11Lr1JAJ Ai;
P&y.g,"jam"±L which Will contain the specification of a forms-
oriented End-User Facility. The forms approach was considered
the most natural interface between an end user and data because a
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large number of users employ forms (e.g, purchase order forms,
expense report forms, etc.) or versions of forms (e.g., reports,
memos, etc.) in their daily work activities. The committee has
taken the approach to initially speoify a generalized forms
creation and processing capability # as the primary orientation
for its work.
2.4.2	 A MMW
In 1977, ANSI/X3 established the Study Group on
Distributed Systems (DISY). DISY was later reorganized into the
SPARC Open :Systems Interconnection Committee (OSIC). In March
1984 ) OSI'C was designated a Technical Committee of ANSI/X3,
titled X3T5 Open Systems Interconnection,
Beginning in 197$, ANSI Committees DISY and OSIC/X3T5
have been participating with Subcommittee 97/16o Open Systems
Interconnection of ISO, in developing the Reference Model of Open
System Interconnection [271 which represents the 'basis for
coordinated standards development in this area. The Reference
Model describes the basis in terms of seven hierarohical layers.
The seventh layer (Application layer) would include the End-User
Facilities as part of its protocols.
The seven-layer model is now generally accepted by ISO,
European Computer Manufacturer's Association (ECHA)i
International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
(CCITT), and many national organizations, including ANSI. It
will become an T,VO standard in the very near future.
Present principal activities of ISO and ANSI (and
others) dealing with the sixth (Presentation) and seventh
(Application) layers concern the following aspects;
1) Virtual Terminal Protocols (VTP)
2) Virtual File Service (VFS)
3) Job Transfer and Manipulation Protocols (JTMP)
4) Upper layers architecture
5) Management Protocols
The VTP activity is defining the protocols unat are
most useful for operations where at least one session partner is
a terminal. The VFS work deals with the protocols most useful in
the transfer of quantities of information. The JTMP group
objective is to provide protocols which support the control and
monitoring of multisite job activities; this group is inactive
at the present time. The architecture group is coordinating the
above efforts so that a consistent set of protocols is developed
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for each of the two layers. Finally, the management protocols
group deals with issues such as authorization, security, error
handling, resource availability, reporting and accounting, audit
trails, journaling, etc. [28] through [32].
2.4.3	 ,U
There are two relevant activities going on at NBS:
1) Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) is currently
working on a Query Language for the NBS Task Group
on Database Management Systems (TG24). This Query
Language is not intended to have update
capabilities.
2) The Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology
(ICST) of NBS has initiated a program to develop
computer network protocol standards. The Network
Protocol Standards Program will produce a series
of standards and protocols of which two may be
relevant to the upper layers of the Reference
Model of Open Systems Interconnection:
a) A Common Command Language (CCL) is being
developed that will provide a user interface
to a Data Transfer Protocol which will permit
the sending of files of buffers between
computer systems on a network. CCL has some
query capabilities to retrieve records from a
single file according to a single key. This
is a major difference from a query language
in a DBMS environment, which does handle
relationships between files. A draft report
on the CCL is available [33]. The final
report will be available by 1982.
b) Distributed Data Protocols. This set of
protocols will facilitate user access to
distributed data in a networking environment.
The final report will be available by 1985.
2.5
	
Distributed Databases
There is some effort in the major standardization
bodies concerning the issue of standards for distributed
databases. However, this work is not expected, at present, to
produce any standards in the very near future.
In its Network Protocol Standards Program, NHS is
addressing this issue as was described in Section 2.4.3.
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In January 1977 # the CODASYL Sy4+tems Committee
undertook a task examining the implications of database
technology in a distributed environment. The committee is
focusing its attention primarily on the impact of extending
database management techniques to distributed processing
environments. The soope of this effort is the establishment of a
framework for examining these issues, and the formation of
baseline concepts and guidelines which will support the
continuing development of distributed database management
technology. The result of this work will be published as a
CODASYL Systems Committee Technical Report. An interim report and
a commentary are in [ 341 and 1351.
The ANSI/X3 /SPARC
 
Database Study Group is also
investigating distributed databases. There is, at present, no
ANSI Technical Committee developing a standard. However, the
Study Group has a Distributed System Task Group that has produced
a proposal for an architecture of a distributed information
resource [36] and a discussion of the role of a global DAL,
global DML, and global Query Lan g uage in the context of a
distributed database management system environment 1371.
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SECTION 3
3.	 FILE STRUCTURE FOR INFORMATION INTERCHANGE AND STORAGE
3.1	 AAAA ,E=8.3'c ,Standards
There are not, at present, any Information Interchange
or storage standards that are universally accepted within NASA.
Following the polic y that has governed the design of NASA
missions up to the present, each mission has required the
development of mission-unique designs of information systems.
There is a significant amount of effort within NASA to
arrive at a unified set of standards for ,information processing
(see also Section 1.3). Some examples of NASA programs for which
there is an activity in the investigation of standards are the
NASA End-to-End System (NEEDS) program sponsored by the Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST), the End-to-End
Information System (EEIS) at JPL and the All plicat ions Data
Service (ADS) Standards program at Goddard. Some of these
programs are producing some s pecifications that are being adoptad
by more than one mission, and they are good ,dam f.g4J4 candidates
for official NASA multimiission standards. In particular, the
Standard Formatted Data Unit (SFDU) 0 (see Section 3.1.2) has
become a very important candidate for a data storage and
interchange: format standard.
Another good souroe of candidates for standards are
some of the major projects (i.e., Landsat) for which certain
mission standards have been developed. A few are described in
the following sections.
The scope of this study will not include standards
relevant to the lower layers of the Reference Model for Open
Systems Interconnection [271, Speoifoally, communication
formats are not included.
3.1.1	 ourc 2 Packet E.UjA &
The NASA End-to-End Data System (NEEDS) program,
sponsored by the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology
(OAST), has adapted the concept of p.roket telemetry for the
architecture cof the information system g hat it is proposing.
The packet telemetry concept was originally presented
in 1381, when it was called the Instrument Telemetry Packet (ITP)
concept. It represents an alternative to the conventional
multiplexed telemetry frame approach for acquiring sphceborne
instrument data.
E.
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A format has been designed to support this concept,
called the „Source Packet Format." It is a level, 6 protocol of
the Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection, and it is
described in (39].
The EEIS program at JPL has also adopted the packet
telemetry concept for Deep Space missions.
	
Reference Oto]
presents a set of general guidelines for the implementation of
packet telemetry, followed by specific standards which are to be
observed by families of flight projects. The guidelines are fully
aligned with the NEEDS effort (391.
The Source Packet format was not designed for storage,
and it would have to be modified if that was its intended use(the mission ID Field within the primary header has 8 bits that
would allow for 2Mi6 mission ID numbers only).
3.1.2
	 Stmt Egx&at,ted Data
The S$DU defines a family of standard message
structures to be implemented for electronic data exchanges which
occur within ground facilities which are components of the
Multimission End-to-End Information System (MMEEIS) at JPL. The
SFDU has become an important candidate for a NASA.-wide format
standard and there is an effort to t urn it into an international
standard for the exchange of space-derived information.
The SFDU is described in (11 1 and is compatible with
the work of ANSI committee X3S33 (Task g roup 3) Project 281 on
Code Independent Message Heading Formats (see (1121).
3 1.3	 link
 WA A, WArAa
3.1.3.1
	 119AR,	 The Video Information Communication and
Retrieval System (VICAR) is operational in several institutions
inside and outside of NASA in a variety c' applications. The
wide acceptance of the NASA VICAR format makes it a good
candidate for a standard.
This format allows unlimited amounts of ancilliary data
per image. However, it has only been used to date as a
processing and storage (not transmittal) mechanism and is
currently quite machine dependent in p ixel stora g e codes.
Further, it is not designed for use with nonuser image data
(feature vectors, etc.) and retains only limited flexibility for
distinction between tape and image formats. The VICAR format is
described in (43) and ( 441.
3, 1 .3. 2 	 .1mAgIng ZRIJ ( 24p
	A? t1S^ l Raja J&g,Qrll
F__Q_zA_t.
	
The JPL Regional Planetary Image Facility has been
developing software to recover the imaging data from all past JPL
missions that is on the archived Master Data Record (MDR),
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Experimental Data Record (EDR) and RDR tapes. 	 Plans are to
recover this data, reformat it into a common Multimission Image
EDR, and write it onto 9-track, 1600 bpi tapes during FI Y81. The
concurrent part of this effort is to get Galileo and all future
missions to produce the imaging EDR in this multimission forma,.
The Multimission Imaging EDR format proposal will
store image data in a VICAR compatible format, but, ul,like VICAR,
it was not designed for VICAR systems only. This format is
described in [451,
3.1.3.3 "japliter ggl1natiblQ Tape (CCT) Form". The Landsat-D
CCT Standards Committee has been examining Computer Compatible
Tape (CCT) formats and format philosophies, with the objective of
establishing some standards for CCTs which would promote
information exchange among remote sensing data users and would
allow data from a variety of sources to be used for a given
application. Format requirements were collected from members and
a draft document [461 of these requirements was prepared in 1978
by the Canada Center for Remote Sensing (CCRS).
In 1979, NASA, with the assistance of CCRS, published a
document [471 to describe and define the tape format
standardization approach recommended by the committee on CCT
standardization. This approach applies to all types of remote
sensing data user tapes. The purpose of the proposal is to
address user tapes (whose data are extracted from the
production/archive tape and reformatted to provide a product more
suitable for the user), as opposed to production tapes (used as a
digital archi r re) that may have additional system-imposed
requirements that were not addressed by the committee.
The key to the CCRS approach is a concept which, in the
document, is referred to as a superstructure (a combination of
precisely defined records and a method of employing them) which,
when combined with any particular tape format, provides access to
the data of that format without requiring specific knowledge of
the particular format specifications.
Two at-undard CCT formats have been developed to date
that include the CCT Family of Tape Formats Superstructure
conventions and conform to the design standards for CCT format as
established by the Landsat-D CCT Standards committee [471:
1) The Landsat-D Computer Compatible Tape format
described in (481 defines the data format for
Computer Compatible Tapes that are produced by the
Data Management System (DMS) at the Goddard Space
Flight Center. These tapes serve as input media
to the Earth Resources observation System (EROS)
Data Center (FDC) of the United States Department
of the Interior.
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2) An interagency committee Spatial Data Transfer
Committee (SDTC) of the Government of Canada has
published a standard format for , the interchange of
spatially encoded data in the form of polygon
chains L491.
3.2	 External Standards
3.2.1	 Labels &BA LIJ Structure Z-= Information Interchange
These conventions are transport protocols of the Fourth
(Transport) layer of the Reference Model for Open Systems
Interconnection [27].
3.2.1 , 1 JArgrAA&J2A JAJlXghA116$ piitA plZArl:¢ X& fill. The
ANSI X3L5 subcommittee has issued for public review and comment,
a wcrking paper [50] on a proposal for a standard that
establishes rQedia- and machine-independent formats to facilitate
the interchange of information between computing systems. It is
intended for use With physical recording media as well as
communications media. It is not designed as a record format for
retention within the files of any specific installation, and thus
processing efficiency is not a consideration.
The standard accommodates data elements in a
hierarchical interchange structure. It can accept the commonly
used data structures, many of them directly and others in
equivalent forms. While the standard may find use in
interchanging some CODASYL databases, it was not intended to be
readily usable for this purpose.
The International Standards Organization (ISO/TC97/SC15
N61) established Working Group 3 (WG3) to recommend scopes of and
priorities for International Standards to be developed for the
Interchangeable IRV Coded Data Files project (Programme 97 15.6).
The project coincided with the completion of the draft proposed
ANSI standard on the equivalent topic. ISO is presently
investigating [51] the ANSI proposal [50].
3.2.1.2 JJA& etic Tape L_1Lb_ is Ln File Structure. ANSI standard
X3.27 establishes a standard for information interchange
utilizing magnetic tape, by providing magnetically recorded
labels to identify and structure files, and by providing a
standard structure for the blocks containing the records that
constitute a file [2].
3.2.1.3 liaanetic Tape Cassette and Cartrid ge Labels. The Inter-
national Standards Organization (ISO/TC 97 1 3) project number
97.15.3 issued standard ISO 4341-78 on this topic.
The European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA)
has standard 41 on the same subject.
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ANSI committee X3/L5 is also working in this standard
(project 217).	 It Will issue a proposal (very similar or
identical to the ISO standard) in the very near future.
3.2.1.4 E1Ax1k 1jt "Ak LAk&1A imsk EJIA ^.t^^ ^ ^s . 180  has a
proposal for a standard (DIS 6863, project 97.15.5)•
The European Computers Manufacturers Association (gCMA)
has adopted this standard as standard 058.
ANSI is investigating ISO's proposal ( ANSI Committee
X3/L5 0 project 272).
3 .2.1. 5
 
Volumg Labels an 11ast netic Mid". AN SI is working on a
proposal for a standard. It is expected that the proposal will
bet, issued for public review and comment before the end of 1980.
n3.2.2
3.2.2 .1 JQ9.19. far ..lif-atID.Alian	 ANSI  standard X3. 4-
1977  denotes the coded character set to be used for the general
interchange of information among information processing systems,
communication systems, and associated e q uipment.	 The notation
ASCII should ordinarily be taken to mean the code prescribed by
tho latest edition of this standard.
3.2.2.2 H^ ^ ng ^ ^^ ^c 9.11 fair Sc g Il l; hALA a l}sk jQtAJ.AJ QAJ& f— Z r
I11farMAII&A 	ANSI standard X3.30 and Federal
Information Processing Standard (F,IPS) 4 specify standard means
of representing calendar date (year, month of gear, and day of
month) and ordinal date (year and day of year) to facilitate
interchange of data among data systems.
3.2.2.3
	
Strugt re Lar -g Identification of the bounties at Ig
United ,States tat Inforlation Intereha",rig. 	 ANSI standard X3.31
and FIPS 6-2 identify and provide a 3-digit numeric code
structure for counties and county equivalents of the states of
the United States, including the District of Columbia [2].
3.2.2.4 f.nA9-h1& lipm z.&W'ag.xc.i.an at Lhg UnIza.1 C h a rAaliru at
.Alsx1 AA 1A112AA1 I-tA 1IArl 9-S2.l& tat Infs?.rakl.i gn I!!>rgJ S^hAELSg•
ANSI standard X3.32- 1973 and ""IPS 36 provide for a graphical
representation of the control characters of columns 0 and 1, and
for the characters Space and Delete, of American National
Standard Code for Information Interchange X3.4-1977 (ASCII),
containing alternative pictorial and alphanumeric sets of
representations for use on display devices where graphical
representations of the.e normally nonprinting characters are
required [2].
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3.2.2.5	 sis^n.it € szah.3.szn at 11$,t AA 91 I.hA JLJUALA 11AI&
( Including Jhj Dj§trig.t gr gg mbia) f Information Interohange.
ANSI standard X3.38-1972 (R 1977) and FIFE 5 p rovide 2-digit
numeric codes and 2-character alphabetic abbreviations for states
of the United States and District of Columbia [2].
3.2.2.6
	 a Ex.AnaiQn TsahnI.s gAiL far. Star. 111h .i ML 1---Ul Qasl&d
&hara9 er 191 1= gmerigan National ,standard Code X-2Z Infor m ation
.Inlet—a l.hngA.	 ANSI standard X3.41 - 1974 and FIFS 35 specify
standard procedures for augmenting the 128-oharaoter repertory of
American National Standard Code for Information Interchange X3.4-
1977 (ASCII), with additional graphics or control functions.	 it
provides a code extension structure that will also accommodate
the need for 8-bit codes for general information interchange of
which ASCII is a subset [2].
3.2.2.7
	
s -L lu mgrist XA.l RAJL in .Qhnr-A&1.r 11ringa
f-qC Information Interchange. ANSI standard X3.42-1975 specifies
the syntax as the elements of three sets of character sets, of
character strings, which are decit-,l positional representations
of numeric values, that is, numeric representations [2].
3.2.2.8	 4f- L s-q.Aj Tim. at 1hi. R aX Lszr
Information Interchange. ANSI X3.13-1977 is designed to establish
uniform time representations based upon both the 12- and 24-
hour timekeeping systems. It provides a means for representing
local time of the day in digital form for the purpose of
interchanging information among data systems [2].
3.2.2.9 §.jtrss.. jUr_s& Lqr— L.h&	 9.f N.AmnsL ZQ.e.-jAtAA
Ejaq.ea sin g 8&jntes! ZA1A6t1Xa of the a tAjAa 21 .t.hj kn.i. _qd jjALee
fQr ,Ln. 2rm, .i.S?j1 IJ119-r-q .anal• ANSI X3.47-1977 provides the
structure for an unambiguous, 5-digit code for named populated
cities, towns, villages, and similar communities, and several
categories of named entities similar to these in one or more
important respects.
3.2. 2.10 $g..^ra.^snhn^ o n 19.r- RjuLIes^ IIah^.a ^s^a st^ar3c. 11 AjaA
Other Units IQ B 9,2	 in System. Ii.ith. Lla ite d Character Sets.
ANSI X3.50- 1976 provides representations for units of weights and
measures to be used in data interchange systems with limited
graphic character set capabilities. The representations apply to
names of United States customary and other internationally
recognized units and their decimal multiples and submultiples
[2].
3.'2.2.11	 Qf_ Ujli y_&r_ jLl Tjl;l&4. j o q_Aj T,im.f.
.p.j"e r e nt j. a. And 1ls}.,i.heA LIA"I§ I Z& Z.Qna Ha et^n a	 2r
Information Interchange. ANSI X3.51-1975 provides standard meansfor representing universal time, local time differentials, and
United States time zone references to facilitate interchange of
data among data systems [?].
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3.2.2.12 laixNkmakA..tr.lan QL AimatAp hist
 
laint L.2StA1A,s,A,L Lat
Infor)j„atiQA Interchange. ANSI X3,61 establishes uniform formats
for geographic point location data and provides a means for
representing these data in digital form for the purpose of
interchanging information among data systems [2].
3.2.2.13 A.41. 14_QnAl ,(.ajilt gla t.Q..0 RA.a Kith J .hA AA-QrC,AAAA RA.IIAnAl.
,gtandard Code f.= nformation Interchange. ANSI X3,64-1979 has
as its primary purpose to provide a general set of aont p ols to
accommodate the foreseeable needs in the following diverse
information inte ►tchange applications:	 (1) interactive terminals
of the cathode ray tube type; (2) interactive terminals of the
printer type; (3) line printers; (4) microfilm printers; (5)
software usage; (6) form filling; (7) composition imaging (for
example, typesetting); (8) word processing; (9) input-output
devices with auxiliary devices; and (10) buffered and unbuffered
devices [2].
3.2.2.14 Q q1s e.= AA 191 IM	 -AAA	 QE
QIJA ZJIM&AJA fgt QA,.tc. g I C h ASS . ISO committee T C 9 7/ S C 14
(Representation of Data Elements) has a not-yet approved first
draft p ro p osal which is a guide to assist users and designers of
data processing systems to identify, define, and represent units
of data to be interchanged along with the necessary structures
for organizing these data.
3.2.3	 External Image Standards
At the present time, there are no officially published
or generally accepted standard image formats. There are some
standardization efforts being done by the NBS [52], but it is not
expected that they will produce a standard in the very near
future. A list of some candidates for a standard appears below.
3.2.3.1	 Th& R AIQ 1L.Q=1LZ IE TAP-& EQtm,e. t.. Under the  NATO
Defense Research Croup (DRG), the AC/243 (Panel III) Research
Study Croup 4 (RSG4) was forced to coordinate participation among
participating governments in the field of image pattern
recognition. The Subgroup on Image Processing (SGIP) issued in
February 1976, the specifications for a tape format to be used
for transferring digital imagery from one installation to another
[537•
The NATO format has been internationally coordinated
and is the only one among other candidate formats (NASA VICAR,
NASA CCT) that makes provision for transmittal of nonimagery
data, real and complex-valued imagery, and negative value image
points. The concepts of image and tape format are completely
decoupled and treated as separate issues. This allows great
flexibility including very long image lines with simultaneous
limits on maximum tape buffer length. However, this format
places limits on, ancilliary data (none in an image line and a
i
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maximum of only 4000 characters per image heAder in free format)
which sevorely limits its utility in NASA type databases.
3.2.3.2	 General ,gpegifioations Ur. A Tana XJCAti.^. j	 ZAW,1 91
,MtdR	 ig tl Pa t ern gpooanit on).	 A task force on Databases and
Portable Software was formed in 1975, within the Biomedical
Pattern Recognition Subcommittee of the Machine Intelligence and
Pattern Analysis Committee of the IEEE Computer Society. The
group has issued some very loose general specifications for a
tape format [54].
3.2-3.3 1,aIIIA1 Ar.ARbIll UghAAKA Al Aglt g .g.tlgA LM11. T h e
Initial Graphics Exchange Specification (IGES) is the product of
a program sponsored by the Air Force, Army, Navy and NASA, and
coordinated by the NBS.
	 IGES is an attempt at providing a
specification for the exchange of drawing and geometry data
between Computer Aided Design/Computer Aided Maufacturing
(CAD/CAM) systems.
ANSI subcommittee Y.14.26 (Computer Aided Preparation
of Product Definition Data) voted on May 1980, to issue IGES as
the first three parts of a 5-part proposed standard. IGES is
described in [551.
3.2.4	 Storage Media Z&ADAar_ds
The following are ANSI standards, some of which have
been adopted by NBS as FIPS and/or by the Department of Defense
(DOD), as indicated in each.
Although the relevance of these standards to DBMSs is
questionable, they are included here for completeness.
3.2.4.1
3. 2 . 4 . 1 . 1 SlAl=gs<st Sl g ^ ^s^SIlg.tc s ajX= ltlt ,Plts<k Jj&n_e. A$j6.,. 211y
.ells[ HAKA€U9-
	
ANSI X3.46-1974. Specifies the
general., physical, and magnetic requirements for
interchangeability of the six-disk pack between disk storage
drives and associated information processing aystems.
3.2.4.1.2	 Star-jr-ALAKI LEr-9-ni LgAA.i.116.. 22111L
2 .,. S^f<llg l=^ ...E.h. alq..hl Aill Z.g8."sl A&zUr_&&&&tjt. ANSI X3.52-
1976, (DOD). Provides the general, physical, and magnetic
requirements for interchangeability of the magnetic single-disk
cartridge (front loading), as required to achieve unrecorded
cartridge interchange between disk storage and associated infor-
mation processing systems.
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3.2.4.1.3 ,1t,Arj..Q.QrAAA 11=RlAk ZA qk,. QAJIAXAI..L .EhY.A19LAI gnu.
ftengtjg Requirements. ANSI X3.58-1977. Specifies the general,
physical, and magnetic characteristics required for the physical
interchange of magnnetio 11-disk packs for use in electronic data
processing systems.
3.2.4.2	 11AjLll&1.1.Q Ujt..lt
3.2.4.2. 1 fleggrd2d bdgnetic Tape L= Inf2rja Otion i11tarch anaa =
.C.M. ,HEZ I).. ANSI X3.14-1973. Provides specifications for format
and recording for a i/2 - inch, 9 - track magnetic ta p e to be used
for information interchange among information processing systemA,
communication systems, and associated equipment utilizing the
ASCII, X3.4 - 1977. This standard deals solely with rec ordin g on
magnetic tape and supports and complements American National
Standard Unrecorded Magnetic Tape for Information Interchange (9-
track 200 and 800 CPI, NRZI, and 1600 CPI, PE), X3.40 1976•
3.2.4.2.2 Hoogrded Xggt 2tic Terse ,,, ,,I,qf,Q gatign I terchanu i=
SUL& ILIL ZI,).. ANSI X3.22-1973, (FIP S 3.1 ). Provides
specifications for format and recording for 1/2-inch, 9-track
magnetic tape to be used for information interchange among
information processing systems, communication systems, and
associated equipment utilizing the ASCII X3.4-1977- This
standard deals solely with recording on magnetic tape and
supports and complements American National Standard Unrecorded
Magnetic Tape for Information Interchange (9-track 200 and 800
CPI, NAZI, and 1600 CPL, PE), ::3,40-1976.
3.2.4.2.3 bAZW.&Aa We abels AAd Eil!Q. Strugtu rp f_QZ ?n€cvZatiQn
.1nhBrQhmaRA. 	 ANSI X3.27-1978.	 Establishes a standard for
information interchange utilizing magnetic tape, by providing
magnetically recorded labels to identify and structure files, and
by providing a standard structure for the blocks containing the
records that constitute a file.
3.2.4 2 4 UQQLA&A ]K Al ns r 14 laki far liltarm aJUAR XnJtQrghAjft&&
115.QQ. U14. 211.	 ANSI X3.39-1973, ( F IPS 25).	 Provides
specifications for format and recording for a 1/2-inch, 9-track
magnetic tape to be used for information interchange among
information processing systems, communication systems, and
associated equipment utilizing the ASCII X3.4 1977. It deals
solely with recording on magnetic tape and supports and
complements American National ,Standard X3.40-1976.
3.2.4.2.5 Unrecorded JJA"^& Tape Z_QZ Information Interchange
J9=.trA" 2Q.Q Aal jak ScEL. I,HZAA. Ansl ICU Ul-a Ell. ANSI X3.40-
1976• Provides specifications for 1/2-inch wide unrecorded:
magnetic tape and reels to permit mechanical and magnetic
interchangeability of tape between information processing
systems, communication systems, and associated equipment
utilizing the ASCII X3.4-1077. This standard deals solely with 	 1'
?w
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magnetic taps for digital recording and supports and complements
American National Standards on unrecorded magnetic tape for
information interchange.
3.2.4.2.6 HAARg LUL TA.Q QAAAA.1r.IAJL LZ 1.ALQAAIllLIOI 1AI. ZI1AAAA
L3,UQ=AI Al ( O • -1 %- A9.hl 1ARAL Al 32 k11Al Al t @Qk k12 il.,. 211. ANSI
X3.48-1977. Covers specifications and requirements for a 3.810-mm
(0.150-inoh) magnetic tape cassette to provide data interchange
and physical inter ohangeability between information processing
systemm utilizing the ASCU X3.4-1977 and amendments thereto.
3.2.4.2.7 RAQD..A. ,ASL MASn.4.119. TAkA LStr I11LQrmA1iAA 1A1AXAhAJ19
.(.S.Z'ik CCP. L .f CS2Sk ,CSIl1" 11ASL ,r IIA11. ANS I X3.5 4-1976	 Pro vides
format and recording sp+joifications for 1/2-inch, 9-traok
magnetic tape to be used for information interchange, information
processing systems, communication systems, and associated
equipment utilizing the ACSII X3.4-1977•
3,2.4.2.8  1 ntSQ.Qrs1ASL XABn4.U.Q ZAkJL JUA,xiUSUA LAZ 1ALQrAlA112ji
1nlQralwiaA.^5 4 -1 n.qA s. lf.QA h4 .,. Phi ^& EaQQ s .1.,ANSI X3.55-
1977. Presents the minimum requirements for the mechanical and
magnetic interchangeability of a 0.250-inch (6-30-mm) wide
magnetic tape cartridge among information processing systems,
communications systems, and associated equipment. This standard
refers solely to a magnetic tape cartridge for digital recording
and supports and complements ANSI X3.56-1977•
3.2.4.2.9 Rs_Q9.rAsA MLBASH t TA29. 9-ArIr1.SI& A 19M 2ALQnAMUStn
1nismahjuiK& A= tr_ju i... 	 laQ=m m... JIQQ kSA... Ll kkAR J14.
Phase Encoded ). ANSI X3.56-1977. Provides the technique and for-
mat specifications for recording the code of ANSI X3.4-1977, Code
for Information Interchange (ASCII), on a 0.250-inch (6.30-mm)
wide, 4-track, magnetic tape in a cartridge at 1600 bpi, using
phase encoding for information interchange among information
processing systems, communication systems, and related equipment.
This standard supports and complements ANSI X3.55-1977.
3.2.4.2.10 One-Half Inch 512.7-A1A1l HaRnetig Tape Reel f.2Z "Xput_
&. VI&
	 LSt.r	 ANSI/EIA RS 352-1968
(R1978). Covers those dimensions of reels considered essential
for their successful interchange between equipment designed for
use with 1/2-inch wide magnetic tape in computer applications.
3.2.4.3
	 Paper Tape
3.2.4.3. 1 Perforated Tans gg" €gr Information Interchange. ANSI
X3.6-1965 (R1973), (FIPS 2). Specifies the representation of the
ACSII, X34-1977, in perforated tape and similarly encoded media
used for interchange of information among equipment such as
office machines and information processing and communications
apparatus.
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3.2.4.3.2 QnP:-iA.QA Xs tL9.ZJL1 .sl ZnnnZ MAnn LAZ XnL9-r.XAJL 2n
lnte rg bAn g o, ANSI X3.18- 1974 , ". vers the physical dimensions of
the paper tape which is to be p .rforated with fully punched round
holed.
3. 2 .4 . 3.3
	 Insah Ur_tarAlAsl 2A aar- iaim lar.jaretmALW
	
ANSI X3.19-5974. This standard covens
specifications for eleven- sixteenth a inch tape similar to those
provided for one-inch tape specified in ANSI X3,18-1974.
3. 2 .4.3.4 jAJk&=ug UsLIA far. Qnst-li ah Z&Lr ..QtAJUA IA2g DQZ
InLAZZn112n 1n1Ar..Qhn.n&A, ANSI X 3.2 0 -19 6 7 ( R1 974), (F I P $ 27)
(DOD). Covers the physical dimensions of take-up (or storage)
reels, with either fined or separable flanges.
3. 2 .4.3.5 U29ifLati g o t=	 Qgrtlu 2t Unnu	 Pacer
ljl.a51. ANSI X3,29-1971. Describes the dimens ions of
unpunahed paper perforator tape and the properties of the paper
from which it is made, This tape is intended to be used as a
perforated tape input/output medium for information interchange
among information processing systems, communication systems, and
associated equipment.
3.2.4 , 3 , 6 1nh9.nsthnn&^. RAIIA 9.f_ Uttar k&A lipm fen IntArmAllan
T41az harng.4. ANSI X3.34 -1972, (DOD). Provides definitions and
dimensions for interchange roll, length of tape in interchange
roll, directional markers on tape, and length of header and
trailer,
3-.2.4 . 4	 P u n o h e d gAtAA
3.2.4.4 .1 iiD S
	
5^ ^,t sLn .ram S+.lian.cA,1 Zar_jag&& J1, Ap_P _ gAt" jgr.
.Infgx'.plAtign XZggg .a;L &. ANSI X3.11-1959, (DOD). Specifies the
dimensions, quality of paper, and test methods of 7-3/8 inch-
length cards used for information processing. This standard is
intended to apply to general purpose cards in which the primary
method of recording information is by punched holes.
3.2.4.4.2 11A_Q ..g..taKk.iAr_ li.4l ga .1 El	 PgjiD_hj C.Ar_ a. ANSI
X3.21-1967, (TIPS 13).
	
Specifies the size and location of
rectangular holes in 12-row, 3-1/4 inch-wide punched cards.
3. 2- 4.4.3 H s llsa-11<h EU=hqul CAA- l Scs2.3i.ij • ANSI X3.26 - 197 0 t (F I P S
14). This standard specifies 256 hole patterns in 12-row punched
cards. Hole patterns are assigned to the 128 characters of the
ASCII X3.4 -1977, and to 128 additional characters for use in 8-
bit coded system.
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SECTION 4
4.	 SOF'TWAU DES IGN AND DOCUMENTA TION STANDARDS
4.1	 NJ= Atandands
i
The only NASA-wide set of software guidelines in
existence appears in the NASA Software ManaR .'kment Guideline [561
of the Computer Resources Management docu mQnt L51 that the Inter-
w
	
	 center Committee on Automatic Data Processing ( see Section 1.3)
has issued.
Some major NASA facilities have their own set of
Software Design and Documentatiien Standards (see also Section
1.3). For example, the Goddard Space Flight Center [571 and JPL
have a draft Standard Practice [58 and 593 that provides a
detailed description and definition of the software life-cycle
process, the implementation methodology, and management policies.
4.2	 External Standards
The national standards organizations have not issued a
unified standard that covers most aspects of the software li fe-
cycle. There is, however, a set of standards that covers some
specific aspects of the life-cycle. They are described below.
The NOS has issued a guideline [601 that explains
alternative software capbilities and recommended development
practices for database applications, with specific advice on
applications planning and management, and on software selection.
The guideline is intended as a technical primer on basic
reference for Federal managers and application analysts who are
responsible for computer applications and associated software and
project decisions. Its use is encouraged for planning and
management, but is not mandatory.
4.2.1 Guid p l.i.a1.a .2C ps^^m4Ilt l^	 ^stm^uter P.rQgtBma andAutomated. P_1 Syetema
National Bureau of Standards/Federal Information Pro-
cessing Standards Publication 38 (NBS-PIPS-PUB 38), February 15,
1976, provides basic guidance for the preparation of ten docu-
ment types that are used in the development of computer software.
It can be used as a checklist for the planning and evaluation of
software documentation practices.
4.2.2
	
	 Guidelines f2t Documentation & ,muter proAramjL A"
Antomated Data System& Z_QZ JJM Ini tiation. ZJILal
NBS-FIPS-PUB 64, August 1, 1979, provides guidance in
determining the content and extent of documentation for the
4-1
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initiation phase of the software life - cycle.	 It covers
preparation of project request, flexibility study, and
cost/benefit analysis documents.
4. 2.3	 E19.3uhILr.1 Azak.4ll AASL ThjUr- RAJI ' .i. ill InLarm,S.lian
Prooessina
This ANSI X3.5-1970, FIPS 24 and DOD standard
establishes flowchart symbols and their usage in the preparation
of flowcharts for information processing systems.
4. 2. Q 	 IlSt.Sd.^.SISI^.11Q^. ^.Str QIl,g.^r^. .1L^.IlS IIlLStrm&.^IS2.11 IIl.^ rsh^ Q6.
Formats
NBS-FIPS-PUB-20, March 1, 1972, identifies and defines
the physical and logical characteristics of formatted information
to improve its interchange, processing, and use.
4.2.5
	
Sof t dare BAmmary f= Describing „Qmputer ProArazq AnA
i Data Svste mIl
NBS-FIPS-PUB-30, June 30, 1979, establishes a standard
form to be used by federal agencies in documenting summaries or
abstracts of programs and automated data systems.
4.2.6
	
	
Trans mittal Eqx-m LQx- Des!cribins "mputer 1jagnetic Tape
File PrQnertie t
NBS-FIPS-PUB
-53, April 1, 1978, provides a standard
form for federal agencies to use in documenting the physical
properties and characteristics of a recorded magnetic tape file.
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SECTION 5
5.	 OPERATING SYSTEMS
There are not, at present, any standards for computer
operating systems, although there are several ongoing efforts,
described below, on this subject.
It is difficult to assess, at this point, the relevance
of the work on standardization of o p erating systems to DBMS.
Although there seems to be an intention by the standardization
committees to leave outside of their scope of work all data
management functions, there can be other aspects of *,heir work
(like file naming conventions) that may be relevant to DBMSs
For this reason, the status of their work is described here.
HAS Transportable Aaolicationa E xeeut,ive .(TAE)
The Transportable Applications E y otutive (TAE) is a
transportat,le software executive under develo p men t
 at the Goddard
Space Flight Center. This executive will facilitnte user access
to data and programs used in remote sensing applications and will
provide tho necessary system control, bookkeeping, operating
system interface, man-machine communications, and other services
needed to simplify and standardize the user environment. A major
design, requirement of TAE is that it will have a high degree of
"portability" ( defined as a measure of the erase with which a
program can be transferred from one environment to another). It
will also be VICAR system-compatible.
The TAE will ultimately be used in a multicomputer
network. Interprocessor communication capabilities are being
incorporated to share data and resources.
The initial functional design of the TAE is presently
being reviewed and refined.
	 A first ( partial) implementation is
planned for completion by mid-1981 [61].
5.2	 Na ig-ul ;stand rds Organizations
ANSI committee X3H1 is currently developing command and
response standards (job control language) for operating systems.
The scope of work of X3H1 does not include any data management
functions [6^], but does include file naming conventions that can
be relevant to database management systems (ANSI committee X3T5 -
Open Systems Interconnection is also investigating file naming
conventions).
It is expected that a proposal will be issued for
public review by the end (September) of 1982 [63].
5.1
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The NBS will also issue a proposal by the end of 1982.
The CODASYL group is expected to release a QQQA.A.X.L
Q.Qzzp-n Oyeratina ,► 3L*-t&Dl QaaMAAA Language document by the end of
1980.
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SECTION 6
6.	 DATA ADMINISTRATION AND AUDITING
There are no official standards published in this area
^	 and it is not expected that in the near future a proposal will be
presented by any of the major standardization organizations.
The ANSI/X3/SPARC Study Group on Database Management
identified, in its 1975 Interim Report [14 1 three roles in the
management of data;
1) The enterprise	 administrator, with	 responsibility
over the	 conceptual	 schema	 ( see	 Section	 2.2);
2) The application administrator, with responsibility
ov6r the	 external	 schema	 ( see Section	 2.2);	 and
3) The database	 administrator, with	 responsibility
over the	 internal	 schema	 (see Section	 2.2).
The same individual may function in different roles and
one role may involve several individuals simultaneously.
	
It is
critical, however, that there is only one enterprise
administrator and one database administrator, while there may be
many application administrators.
Each administrator would be responsible for providing
to the system a particular view of the necessary data, the
relevant relationships among that data, and the rules and
controls pertinent to its use.
j
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rSECTION 7
70	 TERMINOLOGY
,Y ANSI standard X3/TR-1-77 and FIPS 11-1 is a dictionary
for information processing, in general, that was developed by
combining existing lexicons, and also by studying the use of
terms throughout the field of computers and information
processing. The absence of database terms, however, is quite
pronounced.
The International Standards Organization/Technical
Committee 97 (ISO /TC97) is currently involved in developing a
glossary for database mana.3ement systems.
Task Group 24 (TG24) on Database Management
Systems of the NBS has developed a terminology [641 for their
internal use. This terminology definition, however, is not
intended to be a standard.
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